
ABHYUDAYAA-2020 VALEDICTORY CEREMONY AT KITS 

 

 

The valedictory of the National Level Technical and Cultural students festival 

‘Abhyudayaa-2020’ was held on 7th March 2020 at KITS, Ramtek Dr. C.G. Dethe, Director, 

UGC-HRD Centre, R.T.M.N.U., Nagpur was the Chief Guest of the function. In his speech, 

he said that the gap between educations provided at the colleges and the industry 

demands needs to be bridged. He stressed the importance of the equal participation of 

the students in learning process. He also briefed about the forth coming Education 4.0 

policy.   

Hon’ble Sri. V. Srinivasa Rao, Secretary, Vodithala Education Society, Hyderabad, 
Dr. B. Ram Rathan Lal, Principal, KITS, Ramtek, Dr. Pankaj Ashtankar,   Asso. Dean 
(Students Activity), Conveners Mr. S.M. Kharad, Mr. Mohd. Jabeed Rihaz and student 
coordinators, Mr. Paras Khandelwal and Mr. Harshal Sahani and delegates from various 
colleges, staff and students of the institute have graced the function by their presence.  

Mr. Mohd. Jabeed Rihaz, Convener Abhyudayaa-2020 presented the report on 
‘Abhyudayaa-2020’. He mentioned that more than 1000 participants within and outside 
of the institute participated in the 3 days technical and cultural fest across various 15 
events. The function was appreciated by the participating students within and outside 
of the institute. In the feedback, students mentioned that it was a mesmerizing 
experience to be part of this wonderful event.  

Dr. B. Ram Rathan Lal, Principal, KITS, Ramtek congratulated the students and 
staff for successful conduct of the event. He also praised the winners of the various 
events and thanked Dr. C.G. Dethe Director, UGC-HRD Centre, R.T.M.N.U., Nagpur for 
accepting the invitation to be the Chief Guest of the function. Hon’ble Sri. V. Srinivasa 
Rao, Secretary, Vodithala Education Society, Hyderabad expressed his happiness for 



successful conducting of the event. He highlighted the need to inculcate the team spirit 
and sportsmanship among the students. 

Mr. Paras Khandelwal, Student Coordinator introduced the Chief Guest of the function. 
Dr. C.G. Dethe, Director, UGC-HRD Centre, R.T.M.N.U., Nagpur and Sri. V. Srinivasa Rao, 
Secretary, Vodithala Education Society, Hyderabad distributed the prizes to the Winners 
and Runner Ups of the various events. The function concluded with the vote of thanks 
proposed by Mr. Harshal Shahani , Student Coordinator.  

 


